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The extract is the front cover, one contents page, and the editor’s introduction page of DJ magazine
(issue 42, 13–26 June 2003, Highbury Nexus Media).

Advice – Studying the extract

You will have 30 minutes to read the questions, study the extract and make notes.

Study all the pages carefully, including all words, photographs and graphics.

Make notes to help you with your answers.

You may make notes on the extract, if you wish or in your answer booklet.

You should put a diagonal line through the notes in your answer booklet at the end of the
examination.
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Answer each section of every question separately.

1 This is a music magazine.

(a) List two features of the front page that make it fit the music magazine genre. [4]

(b) List two features of the inside pages that make it fit the music magazine genre. [4]

2 Show how DJ magazine tries to create the same house style on different pages. Give one
example of each of the following:

(a) the same style of layout [4]

(b) the same style of fonts [4]

(c) the same colours [4]

(d) the same graphics. [4]

3 DJ magazine’s target audience includes DJs, clubbers and fans of dance music. State how the
magazine tries to fit this audience by:

• its use of language
• its visual style
• its choice of articles
• the editor’s letter. [12]

4 In this question you are asked to write about music magazines you have studied.

You may not use DJ as your main choice, but you may discuss how the magazines you have
studied are similar to, or different from, DJ.

(a) Pick two different magazines and describe what they have in common that makes them
music magazines. [12]

(b) How do music magazines try to please their readers? Refer in detail to at least one
magazine in your answer. [12]

Total: 60 marks
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